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Be prepared for the latest NBCOT exam!Rely on the guide that has helped thousands of students

pass their exams with exactly the practice they need. The 4th Edition mirrors the latest NBCOT

exam blueprint and the question formatsâ€”multiple-choice and simulation at the difficulty level and

in the decision-making style of the actual exam. More than 1,000 questions in five practice exams

help you identify your strengths and weaknesses while you improve your test-taking

performance.Access more online.Redeem the Plus Code inside new, printed texts to access a

wealth of DavisPlus resources. Youâ€™ll find your Davis Digital Version, your complete text online,

nine clinical simulation tests, and three practice exams, each featuring a clinical simulation followed

by 170 multiple-choice questions as well as prompt and response-type questions covering

evaluation, treatment, intervention, and professional practiceâ€”800 questions in all."The key to

passing the test is not only knowledge, but practicing taking multiple-choice questions, and these

questions most closely match the ones on the exam. I think that this is the best exam review guide

on the market."â€”Paula Kramer, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA, University of the Sciences in

Philadelphia"The greatest strength of these review questions is that there are so many questions

rich in diverse material and that the questions are so similar to the questions on the actual exam.

Additionally, the explanations help in correcting the reader if he/she is thinking on the wrong track.

As a former student, I would have felt far more comfortable taking the test after having finished

reviewing all these questions." â€”Amy Perez, OTR/L, Graduate from Xavier University
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This is definitely one of the better books out there for studying for the NBCOT exam. It helped me

out a lot in passing it the second time around. Doing all 800 questions in this book helped to learn

how to answer these questions and really look for exactly what they are asking for. I would say the

questions in this book are pretty similar to the questions on the real exam.

Practice tests with explanations extremely helpful; however, I wish there were more test-taking tips.

I have not yet taken the test, but overall seems like a great book and MUCH more affordable and

less daunting than TherapyEd.

This book really helped with my test taking strategy. The rationales helped me reason through the

question and get better at selecting the right answer. I passed the the second time around from

using this book after a professor recommended it to me. I highly recommend this book for the

National Board Exam!

Vey helpful in successfully passing the NBCOT (first try) but should only be used in supplement

Great study guide to help with practice questions for the license exam!

Questions were fair and thought provoking.

perfect book to use for preparing the test

As promised
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